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Health risks from granites used as building material
Granites are stones that are favored as building material on one hand due to their
persistence and on the other hand due to their decorative effect. As a consequence the
application of granites reaches from road construction material over floor and wall
assemblies to kitchen countertops. With its origin directly from nature granite is perceived to
be natural and therefore healthy. However, in reality, this needs not to be always the case.
Depending on its source of origin granite contains fractions of different radioactive
substances (radionuclides). These are mainly the potassium-40 isotope as well as
radionuclides from the decay chains of thorium and uranium. Whereas the potassium-40
shows only a weak radioactivity and emits beta radiation during disintegration, the
radioactivity of the natural thorium and particularly of the natural uranium and their
daughter products reach a quantity that no longer may be called harmless with respect to
health. This is mainly true because among the daughter products the radionuclide radon
appears that is gaseous and is inhaled with the breath. In addition the radiation that is
emitted from radon and its daughter products is a high energy alpha radiation with high
biological effectiveness. It can break up the DNA and radicalize the molecules in the plasma
of the cells of the sensitive lung tissues. These kind of radiation defects may cause a malign
degeneration of cells (induction of cancer) when the immune system is not able to keep up
with repair by inducing a programmed cell death (apoptosis) to eliminate degenerated cells.
The European Union issued the guideline 112 („Radiological Protection Principles concerning
the Natural Radioactivity of Building Materials“) in the year 1999 to protect the citizens from
the risks originating from building materials that contain radioactive substances. The EU
recommended implementing the guideline in terms of a national law in its membership
countries. However, only few countries followed the guideline (e.g. Sweden). In the same
way the World Health Organization (WHO) issued a recommendation to limit the radon
related radioactivity in the ambient air of living rooms by legislation. Again only few
countries followed this recommendation so far (e.g. Switzerland). In this respect it may be
helpful for the consumer to get acquainted with this subject and to ask the suppliers of
building materials for the content of radionuclides. Or the consumer may even want to
check the radon concentration in his living rooms on his own.
For getting acquainted with this subject in more detail it is not required to spend a fortune
for scientific equipment. With a little bit of skills in electronics it is possible to make
instructive experiments with self-made equipment that is perfectly suited to get sufficient
understanding. This is shown in this document on the basis of the “Stuttgarter Geigerle” PIN
diode counter.

Detection of alpha radiation
The disadvantage of radiation detectors based on Geiger-Muller tubes is the fact that they
rarely are sensitive to alpha radiation. If they are, the window of the tube has to be
extremely thin (mica-window or else) not to interact and absorb the alpha particles.
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However, this also increases the sensitivity for all other types of radiation. As a consequence
such a detector not only detects alpha radiation but also gamma radiation down to the
lowest energies. This in turn increases the zero rate significantly and weak alpha sources
may get difficult to detect.
In contrast, a PIN diode counter operated without window is also very sensitive to low
energy radiation but the alpha radiation may easily be discriminated from the lower energy
radiation by filtering out the high alpha signal peaks by means of a comparator. Therefore a
PIN diode counter is well suited to detect weakly active alpha sources in general avoiding an
increase of the zero rate. In other words a PIN diode counter is able to even detect a weak
radon activity in breathed air.

Radon
With respect to the natural exposure to radiation only two radionuclides are dominant. On
one hand this is the potassium-40 isotope, that is contained in the naturally occurring
potassium and that is ingested with food. The other radionuclide is the radon that occurs in
the decay chain of naturally occurring uranium and thorium. The radioactive noble gas radon
is gaseous in nature, odorless and tasteless and is inhaled without notice when breathing.
Since the human body is equipped with a controlled metabolism for potassium the specific
radioactivity of the potassium-40 isotope is also controlled. The potassium-40 isotope
disintegrates with 90% into the stable calcium and with 10% into the stable argon. The
immune system has adapted to this exposure during evolution therefore potassium is
normally no big issue. This is different for radon. Uranium and thorium are primordial
radionuclides that were contained in the annealing magma during the birth of the earth and
therefore are found in the geological old rocks (intrusive igneous rocks). When this geologic
basement is found deeply buried under the surface, like in many cases, and when it is
covered with other rock formations and dense soil, only a weak concentration of radon
reaches the surface. In mountain areas however, the basement may reach the surface or is
covered only with thin porous soil. In such a case radon gas is moved to the surface by
means of diffusion and convection and thus the soil air may show up with high radon activity
levels. This particularly is the case in areas where granite rocks appear in the landscape.
Furthermore some anomalies may occur at transitions of different geologic formations. In
such cases high radon activity levels in the soil air may occur unexpectedly.
At the soil surface of the open landscape the radon gas is diluted quickly and normally does
not cause any problem. In Germany the normal specific activity of radon in the breathable
open air is about 50 Bq/m3. However, when buildings are constructed without appropriate
protection in areas with high radon soil air activity levels, the radioactive gas may enter the
living and sleeping rooms and accumulate invisibly. Since the radon gas in the breathing air
reaches concentrations above average in such cases, the exposure represents an increased
health risk. Today radon activity levels above 200 Bq per cubic meter of air are perceived as
being dangerous.
Interestingly, it is not the radon gas by itself that causes the troubles in the human lungs.
Radon is an extremely inert noble gas that is exhaled quickly without having generated any
chemical bonds or being deposited. The actual problem is caused by its daughter products
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when radon disintegrates in the air. The daughter products receive an electrical charge
during disintegration and therefore stick to aerosol particles (e.g. dust). These short lived
progenies get filtered out in the bronchial tubes and stay there until all their disintegration
energy is transferred to the sensitive bronchial tissue as well as the energy of the following
daughter products. In addition the radiation emitted by radon and its daughter products is
alpha radiation with a high biologic effectiveness which is by a factor of 20 higher than that
of beta and gamma radiation.
A lot of research was performed on radon and its risks and many studies were carried out.
Meanwhile it is more or less proven that already for a specific radon activity of 200 Bq/m3
the risk for inducing lung cancer is increased visibly beyond the normal risk. In Germany
currently 40000 cases of lung cancer are observed 3000 of them are assigned to the
excessive exposure to radon. All of the federal state governments as well as the country
government provide detailed information material on the radon risk. However, what is
missing in most federal states and municipalities is an active education. In addition an
authoritative limit needs to be put in effect for private and public rooms. In few countries a
radon soil air measurement is obligatory to receive a permit for building construction. Plenty
of guidelines exist, but most of them are not known by the public.
Background for the hesitant attitude of the authorities is often the impairment of real estate
when it becomes public that the soil air contains higher concentration levels of the
radioactive radon gas or a building needs a costly refurbishment. Similarly municipalities
may be faced with high investments when also public buildings like schools or kindergartens
need a radon related refurbishment. Also the tourism may be affected when a region is
defined to be radon-prone with visible consequences for the building infrastructure.
Therefore these areas are called precaution areas or just a potential for radon occurrence is
mentioned rather than calling it a high risk area. Many owners of real estate try to avoid
measurements since when a value is known it needs to be mentioned when selling the
property.
In most cases however, the effort for radon risk mitigation is relatively small. Often a simple
air ventilation of the living rooms is sufficient especially when buildings are energy
refurbished and therefore are enclosed with a tight cover. In such cases it may be desirable
to get some certainty on the radon activity levels inside the buildings with a real
measurement. In the meantime low-cost standardized measurement techniques exist
(etched track detectors or charcoal detectors) that are analyzed by professional laboratories.
Also the exhalation of radon from building materials may impose an issue. This is the subject
of the EU guideline 112 on the protection from radioactive building material. Again, many
industrial companies would be affected when they no longer could sell their building
material products. The manufacturers of natural decorative stones like granite stones for
example would particularly be affected. Granites may reach high concentrations of natural
uranium that not only has a radio-toxic effect but also possesses a chemical toxicity since it
belongs to the group of heavy metals. However, since uranium occurs naturally in the
granite it is often marketed as essentially healthy.
In the following it is shown how the “Stuttgarter Geigerle” can be used to detect the radon
gas and with it the uranium content in building materials in a specially designed
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measurement chamber. However, such measurements just serving as confirmation cannot
replace a standardized quantitative measurement and are no replacement for the analysis in
a professional laboratory with calibrated equipment in any case.

Modification of the „Stuttgarter Geigerle“ for radon sensitivity
Basically there are two radon isotopes that can occur in risk bearing concentrations. It is the
radon-222 that is generated in the uranium decay chain during the alpha disintegration of
radium-226. Similarly, the radon-220 (also named thoron) is generated in the thorium decay
chain during the radium-224 disintegration. Since in the natural environment the radon-222
appears in 90% of the cases the name radon mostly refers to the radon-222 isotope. The
radon-222 isotope further disintegrates into polonium-218 also emitting alpha radiation.
Since the half life of radon is 3.82 days whereas the half-life of polonium-218 is only 3
minutes, it can be assumed that the polonium activity is equivalent to the activity of the
radon. Since both, radon as well as polonium are alpha emitters an appropriate detector
needs to have sufficient alpha sensitivity. The alpha disintegration of the polonium into lead214 is further followed by two beta disintegrations into bismuth-214 and polonium-214,
followed by another alpha disintegration into the longer lived lead-210. All those
disintegrations are in the minute or sub-minute range of the respective half-life with the
consequence that the aggregated energy is released shortly after the radon decay and is
dominated by the energies of the alpha radiation.
Since radon is gaseous it is required for measurement to enclose it in a tight container in
which also the detector is placed. It is advantageous in this respect to use a lightproof
chamber and to also put the PIN diode counter into the same camber. This avoids additional
shielding of the PIN diodes against light interference. Therefore it is possible to use a PIN
diode type that comes enclosed in a TO-39 metal can with a crystal lens that is removed to
obtain the alpha sensitivity. It therefore is not required to cover the semiconductor surface
with a special lightproof but alpha radiation transparent window as long as the
measurement chamber is lightproof during the measurement.
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Fig. 1: Decay chain of uranium (only dominant disintegrations)
As a PIN diode that comes enclosed in a TO-39 can, two types have proven to be fairly
sensitive, first the type S1223 from Hamamatsu and second the type BPX61 from Osram.
Both behave fairly equal and cost about 10-15 Euros in online shops of distributors.

Fig. 2: BPX61 PIN photodiode in a TO39 metal can package with crystal lens
In order to modify the Stuttgarter Geigerle the 3 PIN photodiodes in the TO-39 can need to
be prepared in a way that the semiconductor junction is exposed to the air. When the lens is
grinded off metal splints may drop on the silicon surface but can be removed with
compressed air. However, they do not have much influence when they remain there since
the silicon surface is typically passivized with a thin silicon dioxide protection layer. Having
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prepared the alpha sensitive photodiodes in the TO-39 can, the old plastic packaged BPW34
photodiodes are de-soldered and exchanged against the specially prepared PIN diodes.
In case the red/green LED indicator and the JK flip flop are built into the Stuttgarter Geigerle
housing, it is recommendable to deactivate the LED by removal of the JK flip-flop IC or to
unsolder the common ground of the red/green LED. It is also possible to cover the LED with a
lightproof adhesive tape. Otherwise the LED could have a negative influence on the
functionality of the photodiodes. Since the count rates are very low the optical indication
with the red/green LED does not make sense either.

Fig. 3: S1223 photodiode in the opened TO-39 metal can

Fig. 4: The 3 opened photodiodes mounted into the detector housing
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To prevent interference from stray fields it is required to additionally shield the opened PIN
diodes with a metal net that is electrically connected to the grounded metal housing of the
detector. An aluminum splash guard for frying pans has proven to be very effective and low
cost for this purpose. It can also be easily cut to the right size with a metal shear.

Fig. 5: PIN diodes covered with an aluminum net
Aside of this interference related precaution it may be recommended to use a stabilized and
EMI protected power supply for the detector since the measurement may last several weeks
and a battery may drop significantly in voltage during that time. To attach the power supply
the battery clip can be clipped to a second clip of the same type with the wires connected in
the right polarity (note that the polarity changes with respect to the red/black color
indication of the clip). This cable needs to be guided out of the housing first (screw on the
cover only softly) and then it needs to be guided out of the measurement chamber. The
respective feed through in the wall of the measurement chamber must be tightened against
leakage of the radon gas. This can be achieved with a robust adhesive tape.
Fig. 6 shows a circuit diagram derived from the original Stuttgarter Geigerle, now modified
for the small changes related to the photodiodes. The circuit part for the optical LED
indication was removed compared to the original diagram, since it would disturb the
functionality and cause higher power consumption.
In fig. 7 the printed circuit board is shown mounted into the opened detector housing.
However, in this implementation the LED indicator is still assembled.
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Fig. 6: Basic circuitry of the Stuttgarter Geigerle when used as radon detector
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Fig. 7: Opened detector housing

Microcontroller interface for data logging
When radon measurements are performed it has taken into account that the activities
relevant for human health are pretty small since the consequence in the bronchial tissue
becomes severe even when weak radon concentrations in the air are constantly breathed.
Therefore it is a definite goal to make the measurement as sensitive as possible. With a
given sensor surface this means that measurement times may get extremely long to achieve
an appropriate sensitivity. At the moment there is a common agreement that radon activity
concentrations of about 200 Bq/m3 air (including daughter products) significantly increase
the risk for stochastic health impacts (WHO). When count rates need to be determined with
sufficient statistical certainty for such weak activities the measurement time interval must
be more than 6 hours when only 3 PIN diodes are used. In addition when it is required to
unambiguously determine the existence of radon at least the radon specific half-life of 3.8
days need to elapse. Therefore the manual logging of data does not make sense anymore.
The simplest approach for logging data is the use of a microcontroller. During measurement
the controller counts the detected pulses during the given time interval and stores the count
for each time interval into a reserved storage area of the memory. During evaluation mode
the controller reads out the data from the storage area and transfers it to a PC for further
analysis.
Since the occurrence of signal pulses from disintegration can’t be predicted the use of the
interrupt logic inside the microcontroller is perfectly suited to react on the arbitrarily
incoming pulses. The interrupt control logic causes a branching of the program execution
into a dedicated interrupt service routine as soon as an interrupt request is detected on the
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interrupt pin in terms of a low-going edge. The signal change at the interrupt pin is detected
best when the signal voltage transitions over the full supply voltage range of the
microcontroller. Most of the modern microcontrollers use a supply voltage of 3.3 or 5V. To
minimize the required changes at the Stuttgarter Geigerle detector the best interface to the
microcontroller is the earphone audio connector with the audio signal converted to the
digital levels of the microcontroller. Such an interface can be integrated into many
commercially available microcontroller application systems.
+5V

Earphone
audio plug

47k
BC559C

10k
IRQ
4.7k

100n
10k

BC549C

GND

Fig. 8a: Circuit diagram of the microcontroller interface

Fig. 8b: Implementation of the microcontroller interface on a PCB
The input signal which is a negative going pulse is capacitively coupled to the first stage of
the converter. The size of the capacitor helps to adjust the change in the base current of the
first pnp transistor. In the steady state the base-emitter voltage is 0 and the pnp transistor is
turned off. When a negative going pulse occurs, a base current is induced resulting in a
respectively amplified collector current flowing through the 10kohm collector resistor. This
causes a raise of the collector voltage that in turn increases the base current of the following
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npn transistor in the second stage that is normally turned off. The npn transistor amplifies
again the already amplified current again such that it becomes fully conductive and goes into
saturation mode. As a consequence the collector voltage of the npn transistor changes from
5V to almost 0V and thus generates a steep falling edge at the interrupt input of the
microcontroller. This initiates the interrupt request.
The parts of the circuitry are easily soldered on a small pad-per-hole prototyping PCB where
also an edge launch connector is attached that fits into the application board of the
microcontroller.

The microcontroller-system
Microcontrollers are a dime a dozen and often it is difficult to understand the advantages of
a particular architecture. On the other hand the investment into an infrastructure, especially
the development environment and the programming language are often quite high.
Therefore it is obvious that developers used to a particular system do not switch quickly to
another platform even though a given task could be achieved more easily.
Often the availability of ready to use software or hardware components is decisive for a
specific system platform. In this respect open source systems are preferable since a whole
community of developers contribute with their solutions to all imaginable applications. In
such a case readily assembled and tested PCBs with various hardware components are
available at low cost. This is the case for the Arduino platform for example. On the other
hand an open source platform does not guarantee that a solution is developed in the
shortest amount of time that in addition is easily conveyable to students. The reason is often
the abundance of solution options that are offered.
The distributor Conrad Electronic offers a microcontroller system with the name C-Control
that is pretty straightforward to handle with an easy programming environment. The
hardware is available with a couple of basic and ready-to-use components. So when a
solution needs to be found in an easy and pragmatic way and when the application is not too
complex this microcontroller system suggests itself. The requirements for this application
are not really challenging. It is only required to count the arbitrarily occurring pulses over a
long time interval. In addition a real time counter is required to define the time interval:
Further a possibility must exist to store the data to the non-volatile memory of the controller
such that it can be read back and transferred to a PC later. Finally a display is required to
indicate some status messages and an interface for the data transfer to the PC. All of this is
found in most of the available microcontroller systems. It is available at a more or less fair
cost for the C-Control microcontroller platform. Therefore this platform was selected as a
first implementation example of a radon detector.
The C-Control I M2.0 platform is based on a Freescale HC908 8-bit microcontroller clocked at
8MHz. An application board is available for the microcontroller module. All essential
components are available on this board including power supply, a LCD display, a piezo
speaker, a keypad and a RS232 serial interface to the PC for transferring code and data. On
the board stacking connectors are available to stack the microcontroller module. There are
further stacking connectors to the left and right of the microcontroller module that provide
enough space for further commercially available or self-made add-on modules. The software
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provided as development environment is named Workbench++ and allows code
development in a simple BASIC language dialect. The environment offers a compiler that
generates a token code loaded into the flash memory (EEPROM) of the microcontroller. At
runtime the preloaded operating system interprets the token code. In the operating system
numerous predefined functions are available like a real time clock that can be initialized at
startup or during program execution and that can be used for synchronization purposes.
However, a major drawback of the system needs to be mentioned too: the preloaded
operating system is proprietary and not publicly documented in detail. It also does not allow
to link in own assembler routines to speed up program execution for example in case of high
count rates in this application.
For use as a radon activity measurement system only the microcontroller interface and a
push button is needed as additional hardware components. The microcontroller interface is
supplied with +5V power from the stacking connectors of the application board. In the same
way ground is propagated to the interface through the stacking connector. In addition the
IRQ interrupt input is accessed on the stacking connector. The push button was preferred
against a keypad button solution to switch between the measurement and the read-out
mode. The use of the keypad button array would have required the use of an AD converter
channel which was avoided for the sake of simplicity. The push button simply shorts a single
port pin of the microcontroller to ground that is normally connected to +5V through an
internal pullup. The microcontroller detects if the user wants to activate the measurement
mode just from looking at the digital level on this port pin and accordingly allows the
overwriting of the internal storage area for the measurement data when the button is
pushed during program start. When the button is not pushed the internally stored
measurement data are read out and transferred to the serial RS232 interface. A terminal
program (available within the Workbench++ environment) can be used to capture and log
the data to a file on the PC for the purpose of display or further analysis. The display on the
application board was used to indicate in the first line an index for the number of stored
measurement values and in the second line the measurement value itself which represents
the pulse count within the latest measurement interval. The display therefore provides a
certain feedback to the user during measurement.
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Fig. 9: C-Control microcontroller system with stacked interface board

Software for data logging
The software for the data logging consists of two parts, the main program and the interrupt
handler. In the main program a decision is made if a measurement has to be initiated or the
internal data storage area has to be read out. After having stored data for a long time, it is
annoying when the storage area is overwritten by accident. Therefore the operating mode is
designed in a way that the user has to intentionally push the button at program start for a
new measurement to be started. If the button is not pushed just the measurement data are
read out from the storage area.
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When the measurement mode is selected the data storage area gets initialized and old
measurement data are overwritten. In the following the interrupt handler is declared and
the main program transitions into an endless loop with no functionality. This means that
now the software waits for counting pulses that trigger the interrupt handler. The interrupts
are the handled instantaneously.
The actual counting and the storage of the counter readings for each time interval are
performed inside the interrupt handler routine. As soon as a counting pulse is detected the
program execution branches into the interrupt handling routine and the detection of the
pulse is indicated with a short beep. Additionally the counter is incremented by one. Then a
time compare value is calculated from the hour value available in the clock register. During
this operation an integer division with the time interval value is performed. The integer
arithmetic is the reason that only integer multiples of the time interval may result from this
operation. Within a single time interval always the same result occurs until the time interval
is over. When the time interval is exceeded, a result occurs that is by 1 larger than the
previous result. This is the indication used by the microcontroller to detect the end of the
time interval. It then checks if enough space is available in the storage area and stores the
current counter reading to the storage area. Simultaneously the index is increased indicating
how many counter readings already have been stored. Then the counter is reset and a new
time interval is started.
However, a prerequisite for this program structure is that enough counting pulses are
detected in each time interval since only when an interrupt occurs a check is performed if
the end of the time interval is reached. Therefore the time interval needs to be configured
large enough to at least capture 100 counts in average as a zero rate. Otherwise it may
happen that the time interval is extended by more than 1/100 just to detect the end of the
interval.
Background for this strategy is the experience that during the waiting loop in the main
program only a minimum activity should take place in order to not delay the detection of the
counting pulses or to skip an interrupt that is not handled yet. At this point the disadvantage
becomes visible that it is not absolutely clear how interrupts are managed in detail internally
in the operating system due to the undisclosed operating system. But the results of various
experiments have shown that for sufficiently frequent counting pulses the time interval
checking is accurate enough.

Construction of the measurement chamber
The first concept of a measurement chamber had the idea in mind that the granite stones
filled into the chamber build up a certain activity after a certain amount of time due to
exhalation of radon. After sufficient time has elapsed the stones are removed without a big
change in activity by opening the chamber carefully. The proof for radon to be the source of
activity is the half-life of the decrease in activity after removal of the granite stones.
Additionally a significant spatial distance between the granite stones as radon generator and
the detector should be kept to avoid a direct radiation influence.
To ensure the leak tightness of the chamber volume a drainage tube system from Marley
was used consisting of different tube elements with robust sealing lips. First, the KG system
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was used for which a cleaning element KGRG is available that has a removable cover with a
rubber seal. The tube diameter is 125mm.

Chamber for
granite stones

Gas volume

Distance

Chamber for
detector

Fig. 11: Measurement chamber made from Marley KG drainage tubes
After placing the system into operation it quickly turned out that the orange colored KG
plastic tubes are not completely lightproof. Therefore an additional cover with an aluminum
foil (rescue blanket) was required. This type of measurement chamber was first constructed
within a research project of the Research Center for the Youth in Nagold, Germany
(Jugendforschungszentrum Nagold).
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Fig. 12: Measurement chamber (Marley KG drainage tubes)
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Fig. 13: Chamber filled with granite stones from the black forest area

Fig. 14: Detector chamber and microcontroller for data logging
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Fig. 15: KG measurement chamber covered additionally with a lightproof aluminum foil
Since the first measurements already showed high radon activity levels and the basic
functionality of the chamber was proven, a further chamber was constructed from the
Marley HT indoor dewatering tube system. It was constructed with grey tubes of 110mm
diameter and a smaller volume (15 liters) but using the same concept as the previous
chamber. For loading a HTRE tube element was used with a round sealed twist off cover.
This access is smaller and less suitable for larger samples compared to KGRG cleaning
element in the KG system but it was sufficient for smaller samples. The gray HT tubes
however proved to be completely lightproof so no other light protection was required.
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Abb. 16: Measurement chamber type I made from Marley HT tubes
This chamber could also be placed into operation quite quickly and worked as expected.
During various experiments it turned out that the concept of proofing the existence of radon
from the disintegration characteristic after a high activity level was reached causes
unnecessary long measurement times. It could be shown very clearly that the pile-up of the
radon activity inside the chamber follows very precisely an exponential characteristic with
the same radioactive half-life of the radon of 3.8 days and matches the theory of a
radioactive equilibrium with its mother nuclide, the radium. There was no indication for a
delay caused by slow diffusion or convection processes nor an influence of a plate-out effect
due to the electrically charged particles of the daughter products that could stick to the
plastic material of the tubes.
This conclusions lead to a new concept for a measurement chamber that no longer requires
minimizing the loss of a certain gas volume before the disintegration characteristic can be
observed. Rather, the pile-up is observed now that occurs with the same time constant and
an extrapolation is used to determine the final steady state activity concentration. Such a
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measurement requires much less time of typically two times the half-life which is coarsely
one week.
Furthermore, since the direct influence of the sample radiation on the detector is negligible
in case of low dose rate granite material, the size of the chamber was further reduced. This
in turn increases the sensitivity due to the smaller air volume.
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granite stones
Gas volume

Chamber for
detector
(T-element)

Fig. 17: Concept for the measurement in chamber type II

Fig. 18: Measurement chamber type II made from Marley HT tubes
The measurement chamber type II (Volume about 5 liters) indeed worked very efficiently
particularly for smaller sample amounts of granite material with weak activity levels.
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Results from radon exhalation measurements of granites from former mining waste
dumps in the Black Forest
To place the first chamber into operation one goal was to use granites that particularly
contained fractions of uranium for sure. To achieve this goal ancient mining waste dumps in
the Black Forest were scanned. Only in the village of Menzenschwand a uranium mine was
operated for a while. Therefore at this location granites with uranium content can be found.
But also the area of Wittichen near Alpirsbach was yielding uranium containing granites even
though the ancient mining aimed at cobalt ores useful for the production of glass and
ceramic colors. However, after the Second World War uranium was found in the mining
waste.
In UV light the uranium content becomes visible due to fluorescence of the uranium mica.
The radioactivity of the uranium mica causes a typical gamma dose rate of 1 - 5µSv/h for
these granite stones.

Fig. 19a: Granit stone from Menzenschwand / Black Forest
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Fig. 19b: Granite stone from Menzenschwand in UV light. Clearly, green fluorescent uranium
mica becomes visible.
Already the first measurement result from a single granite stone with about 1µSv/h dose
rate from Menzenschwand was pretty impressive. On one hand the exponential pile-up
becomes evident. The time constant perfectly matches the half-life of radon. From this fact
the validity of the model for the activity pile-up can be shown. This model assumes that the
mother nuclide radium-226 is more or less constant during the observation time and
therefore the radon activity increases until the activity level of the mother nuclide is
reached:

ARn (t ) = ARa (1 − e − λRnt )
ARa is the activity of the mother nuclide radium-226 that is assumed to be constant, ARn(t) is
the activity of the radon that is variant with time and λRn is the half-life of radon.
After removal of the granite stone two weeks later, a small drop in the activity level could be
recognized that was caused by opening the sample chamber. After this drop the
disintegration characteristic occurs a little bit faster compared to the theory but with a time
constant that is sufficiently close the half life.
The second measurement was made on a granite stone from Wittichen with a smaller
activity (about 0.3µSv/h dose rate). The measured radon activity characteristic is similar with
a smaller final activity concentration and more fluctuations with the smaller count rates.
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Fig. 20: Radon activity characteristic, highly active granite stone from Menzenschwand
An experiment to measure the radon activity concentration with a commercial and
calibrated radon monitor (Sirad MR-106N from Sinmor) starting at the very beginning of the
pile-up failed because it triggered an alarm after a short period of time and it transitioned
into an uncalibrated measurement range. Therefore certain disintegration was allowed to
pass by before the measurement was restarted in order to obtain reliable results. The
diagram in fig. 22 shows that even a weakly active granite stone produces an activity level of
more than 10000 Bq/m3 in the chamber even after a certain time of disintegration has
already elapsed. This result was rather unexpected. Nevertheless, the radon activity
characteristic as seen by the commercial monitor also shows the correctness of the
measurement and the functionality of the modifications on the Stuttgarter Geigerle for use
as a radon monitor.
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Wittichen #1b, große KG Kammer
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Fig. 21: Radon activity characteristic, weakly active granite stone from Wittichen
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Fig. 22: Measurement of the disintegration characteristic with a commercial radon monitor
and a granite stone from Wittichen
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Results from radon exhalation measurements of granite building material
The measurements of granites from the former mining waste dumps in the Black Forest
make it obvious that the radon exhalation can reach excessive values that are far beyond the
limit values that are perceived as harmful in living rooms (200 Bq/m2). Additionally it
becomes obvious that the detection is fairly easy with the “Stuttgarter Geigerle”. Therefore
a further experiment was started to use the detector also for granite material that is sold
and used as regular building material.
For the measurements a granite floor plate was used. However, the location of origin could
not be identified without any doubt. According to the color and the texture (pale yellow with
medium sized enclaves of fluorspar) it could be granite from Flossenbürg, Bavaria.

Fig. 23: Piece of a very decorative, unpolished granite floor plate
Since it was not predictable which type of chamber would yield the best results both
chambers, the small and the big one were loaded and measured. The small chamber
contained about 1kg and the large one about 1.5kg of fragments from the smashed floor
plate. In the large chamber the commercial radon monitor was placed for measurement in
parallel.
The measurement was performed over two weeks and thus reached more than 90% of the
final steady state activity level assuming a complete equilibrium with the radium. Only the
pile-up of the activity was measured since this proved to be enough indication for the
presence of radon.
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Fig. 24: Fragments of the smashed granite floor plate (weight ca. 1.6kg)
The measurement with the Stuttgarter Geigerle yielded pretty similar results from both
chambers. Due to the much smaller radioactivity compared to the granite from the mining
waste dumps the theoretical exponential characteristic is superimposed by significant noise.
Now a zero rate must be taken into account in addition. The zero rate is dependent on the
particular setting of the compare threshold in the detector. Despite all this, the radon halflife can be identified clearly. But it may be concluded that the real measurement values
reach saturation earlier than what the exponential characteristic would predict. A possible
reason may be leakage of the chambers or the plate-out on the plastic walls of the chamber
that now may influence the result much stronger due to the small activity levels.
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Granit weiss, kleine graue Kammer
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Fig. 25: Increase of radon-activity in the 5 liter chamber caused by 1.6kg of granite fragments
in comparison to a curve fit according to theory (LMS-fit)
This impression aggravates with the results from the large chamber measured
simultaneously with the Sirad MR-106N radon monitor. However, according to the
specifications of the manufacturer Sinmor the radon monitor uses an electrostatic
deposition technique where mainly the electrically charged particles of the radon progenies
contribute to the result and not the radon by itself. Such a differentiation is not made with
the Stuttgarter Geigerle. The radon monitor measures an equivalent equilibrium volumetric
activity (EEVA) of radon in an indirect way from looking at the progenies only and assuming
an equilibrium factor of 0.5 . The respective characteristic shows a saturation that occurs
earlier than expected from the theoretically exponential behavior.
Now, the parallel measurement with the calibrated radon monitor allows a judgment on the
sensitivity of the Stuttgarter Geigerle when used as radon-monitor. In the large chamber the
comparator threshold was set to about 150mV and leads to a zero count rate of 25.9 iph.
From the increase of the activity level an additional radon activity of 14.8iph was
determined. If now the activity is referred to the volume of the chamber and the weight of
the granite (the surface would make more sense but is more difficult to determine) a specific
radon activity of 96 iph*liter of chamber volume/kg of granite results from this
measurement. With the radon monitor an activity of 4430Bq/m3 was measured. This is
equivalent to 9245 Bq/m3*liter of chamber volume/kg of granite. Comparing both results it
can coarsely be stated that 1 iph of the Stuttgarter Geigerle represents about 100 Bq/m3 of
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radon activity. From the noise of the measurement curve however, it can be concluded that
at least an activity of 500 Bq/m3 must be present such that the activity increase rises clearly
enough beyond of the noise.
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Fig. 26: Increase of radon activity in the 15 liter chamber caused by 2.3kg of granite
fragments in comparison to a measurement with a commercial radon monitor
In the small chamber the comparator threshold was adjusted to about 250mV having in
mind to better filter out the low energy gamma quants. This lead to a smaller zero rate of
12.8 iph. The chamber with 5 litres volume was loaded with 1.3kg of granite fragments from
the floor plate. An additional radon activity of 18.8 iph was determined from the increase of
activity. When this radon activity is related to the chamber volume and the granite weight a
specific radon activity of 40 iph*liter of chamber volume / kg granite is obtained. The
characteristic of the curve shows only a small decrease of the noise. Therefore the lower
zero rate can’t be seen as an advantage.
In a further experiment 2kg of stone fragments from a floor tile bought at a building supplies
store was measured in the small 5 liter chamber. The measured gamma dose rate at the
surface was a bit higher compared to the normal dose rates of the environment (factor 2).
Looking at this example it becomes evident that building material is available with a natural
gamma radiation that rather results from potassium and therefore does not exhale radon.
The measurement just shows an activity in the range of the zero level as it can be measured
with the empty chamber.
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Fig. 26: Stone floor plate from the building supplies center
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Abb. 27: Results of the floor plate from the building supplies center
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Conclusions
As a summary it can be stated that already small amounts of granite exhale substantial
amounts of radon when it contains fractions of uranium. The measurable radon activity
levels reach high values for the granite samples from ancient mining waste dumps in the
Black Forest. The activity levels however are still surprisingly high for granite sold as regular
building material when its origin is from areas where the rocks contains uranium fractions
due to the local geological formation.
It becomes obvious that the radon activities can be detected unambiguously with the selfmade Stuttgarter Geigerle even for building material with relatively small effort and at low
cost. The exhaling radon can be detected even from a small amount of granite when the
chamber volume is kept small and a certain distance to the detector is kept.
An important result is the fact that already the pile-up of the radon activity is determined by
the radioactive half-life. The chamber needs not to be constructed in a way to remove the
sample with a minimum of gas leak to proof the existence of radon from disintegration. So a
speed up of measurement time can be achieved.
A comparison with a commercial radon monitor shows that radon activities beyond the limit
values for living rooms can be detected without problems. As a basis for decisions related to
health or decisions that may cause significant cost for refurbishment must not be taken from
a measurement with the Stuttgarter Geigerle. A respective analysis and appropriate
consulting from a professional specialist is required always in such cases.
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Appendix
Sourcecode for datalogging with the C-Control microcontroller
'//////////////////////////////////////
'
' Basic++
' Controller:
C-Control I Unit M2.0
'
Station2
' Beschreibung:
Counts pulses from the Geigerle within the given
'
time interval and writes it into the EEPROM. For
'
this to happen Port 1 must be grounded.
'
The time interval is determined from the value of
aus dem Wert von INTERVAL
'
INTERVAL multiplied with the used time unit of
'
the clock (SECOND, MINUTE, HOUR, ...) .
'
WARNING! Enough pulses must occur within INTERVAL
'
time units, otherwise the result will be inaccurate
'
When Port 1 is open, the values stored in the EEPROM
'
are read out and transferred to the RS232 interface.
'
'//////////////////////////////////////
OPTION CC2.0
DEFINE ZAHL AS WORD
DEFINE CMP AS BYTE
DEFINE LAST AS BYTE
DEFINE INTERVAL AS BYTE
DEFINE FCNT AS WORD
DEFINE SCHALTER1 PORT[1]
CONFIG.INIT
CONFIG.PUT 00001000b
CONFIG.OFF
IF (SCHALTER1 = OFF) THEN
OPEN FOR WRITE
CLOSE
LCD.INIT
LCD.CLEAR
LCD.PRINT "WAIT..."
HOUR = 0
LAST = 0
INTERVAL = 8
ZAHL = 0
FCNT = 0
INTERRUPT IMPULS
DO
LOOP

'number of pulses
'time compare value
'last time value
'time interval
'number of storage entries
'push button for mode select
'set pullups in config register

'decide if read or write
'Port 1 = Gnd: write
'reset file pointer
'LCD initialisieren
'wait for the first result
'initialize clock
'file entry all INTERVAL time units;
'time unit: HOUR...
'counter for pulses
'counter for storage entries
'wait for interrupt
'endless loop, wait for IRQ

ELSE
PRINT "xxx"
PRINT "START"
PAUSE 50
OPEN FOR READ
LCD.OFF
DO
FINPUT ZAHL
PRINT ZAHL
LOOP UNTIL EOF = TRUE

'start of transmisson
'safety wait
'
'output to terminal
'loop over meas values
'read meas value
'write to terminal
'until end of storage
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BEEP 20,20,1
END IF
END

'end of transmission

#IMPULS
BEEP 10,3,1
CMP = HOUR/INTERVAL
ZAHL = ZAHL + 1
IF CMP <> LAST THEN
FCNT = FCNT + 1
IF FILEFREE > 5 THEN
OPEN FOR APPEND
FPRINT ZAHL
CLOSE
LCD.CLEAR
LCD.POS 1,1
LCD.PRINT FCNT
LCD.POS 2,1
LCD.PRINT ZAHL
ZAHL = 0
LAST = CMP
ELSE
LCD.CLEAR
LCD.PRINT "Overflow"
END IF
END IF
RETURN INTERRUPT

'the interrupt handler
'short beep to indicate count
'time compare value, integer division
'increment pulse count
'if end of time interval
'then increment meas value counter
'write only if there is space
'append, no overwrite
'write the value
'new display values
'first line
'output meas value counter
'second value
'output meas value
'reset pulse counter
'remember last time compare value

'error if no storage anymore
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